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Abstract

Reconstructing a spline surface from a given arbi-
trary topological triangle mesh is a fundamental and
challenging problem in computer-aided design and en-
gineering. This paper introduces a novel surface fitting
method utilizing G-NURBS capable of handling control
meshes with arbitrary topologies. This method employs
adaptive control point adjustment, guided by the geo-
metric attributes of the input model, ensuring precise
representation of sharp features such as edges and cor-
ners. Two primary strategies are employed: a param-
eter correspondence approach designed for sharp fea-
tures and a control mesh iterative refinement technique
that incorporates geometrical feature information. The
proposed method has been tested and evaluated on var-
ious CAD models to demonstrate its effectiveness. This
method can achieve higher fitting accuracy while faith-
fully preserving the geometrical features with fewer con-
trol points.

Keywords: Surface fitting, feature preservation, adap-
tive refinement, G-NURBS, arbitrary topology.

1. Introduction

Spline surfaces, particularly non-uniform rational B-
spline (NURBS) surfaces, offer a precise parametric rep-
resentation for 3D freeform surfaces. They possess no-
table advantages, including support for local modifications
and numerical stability. Spline surfaces have become a
significant technique extensively utilized in the realms of
computer-aided design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM),
animation and computer graphics. With the advancement
of spline modeling technology, fitting spline surfaces to 3D
objects, which are represented in the form of point clouds
or triangle meshes, has become a fundamental problem in

the domains of CAD and reverse engineering [18].

Surface fitting has been a subject of extensive and in-
tensive research, leading to various approaches [22, 25,
16, 6, 3]. The primary challenge involves striking a bal-
ance between achieving high fitting precision while mini-
mizing the number of control points through adaptive fit-
ting [24]. Moreover, accurately fitting geometrical features,
especially sharp features, within the input data remains a
critical issue in surface reconstruction. Sharp features are
characterized by C0 continuity in the spline surface, encom-
passing corners, edges, or creases. Existing methods typi-
cally focus on either adaptive or feature-preserving spline
surface fitting, but often neglecting simultaneous accom-
plishment of both objectives. Furthermore, there is a lack
of research focusing on spline surface fitting with sharp fea-
tures.

To accomplish these twin objectives, our main idea is
to introduce new control points in regions exhibiting sub-
par fitting quality, along with additional processing of geo-
metrical features. However, for NURBS representation, lo-
cal refinement of the control mesh becomes impractical due
to the tensor product structure. Moreover, the rectangular
topology of NURBS control meshes can only confine global
isoparametric sharp features. In contrast, T-spline [14, 15]
permits the inclusion of T-junctions in the control mesh, en-
abling local mesh refinement and the creation of local sharp
features. By using repeating knots, sharp features can be
preserved on T-spline surfaces [21, 20]. However, these
methods cannot handle the complex sharp features passing
through EPs. In addition, T-juctions also makes the topolog-
ical structure of T-spline much more complex than that for
pure quadrilateral mesh, thereby partially diminishing the
acceptability and applicability range of T-splines. Further-
more, another challenge in fitting with NURBS and even
T-splines is dealing with extraordinary points (EPs), which
are interior vertices in quadrilateral meshes shared by other
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than four faces [13]. A method for building AST-splines
with multiple EPs per face is proposed in [23], which is
mainly focusing on the applications in isogeometric analy-
sis, such as convergence rates and linear independence of
the blending functions.

A recent study has introduced a method for generating
smooth spline surfaces that are compatible with NURBS
even in the presence of EPs within the control mesh [2]. In
this paper, we adopt the term G-NURBS as a convenient ref-
erence to this method, which stands for general NURBS and
accurately reflects its broader applicability. The G-NURBS
enables local refinement and supports the creation of sharp
features along specified edges of the control mesh, includ-
ing those crossing EPs. Moreover, when dealing with com-
plex surface fitting using NURBS, segmentation and splic-
ing are often required, which can compromise the overall
continuity of the surface. In contrast, the G-NURBS offers
a solution to this problem. These attributes collectively es-
tablish G-NURBS as an exceptional choice for fulfilling our
objectives.

Due to the compatibility of G-NURBS with NURBS
form, the effective active B-spline method [11, 19] can
be modified to optimize the control points of G-NURBS,
which is referred to as the active G-NURBS method in this
paper. However, the active G-NURBS method dose not im-
pose additional constraints on geometrical features. There-
fore, even though G-NURBS can construct sharp features
on surfaces, the final fitting results of active G-NURBS still
cannot achieve precise recovery of sharp features, as shown
in Fig. 2b.

Within this paper, we present a framework denoted as
adaptive G-NURBS, which is designed for adaptive surface
fitting using G-NURBS. The input is a triangular mesh of
arbitrary topology with a pre-given error threshold. Based
on the satisfaction of error requirements, this framework
effectively achieves a reduction in the number of control
points while simultaneously preserving geometrical fea-
tures. Fig. 1 illustrates the workflow of the proposed adap-
tive G-NURBS method. This method primarily focus on
fitting closed triangular meshes, which refer to meshes that
are watertight. In fact, it can be extended to fitting open
surfaces by specifying the boundary conditions.

Before initiating the fitting process, additional prepro-
cessing is necessary for handling sharp features. First,
the sharp features of input data are detected and identi-
fied. Subsequently, a parameter correspondence strategy
is employed to establish a connection between the sharp
features of the input data and those on the G-NURBS sur-
face. This strategy addresses the limitations of the active G-
NURBS method in accurately fitting sharp geometrical fea-
tures. Specifically, it effectively prevents unexpected mis-
alignment at sharp features induced by EPs, resulting in a
more precise reconstruction.

After establishing the parameter correspondence for
sharp features, we proceed with the subsequent steps of our
adaptive surface fitting framework. Our method begins with
an initial sparse quadrilateral mesh for constructing and fit-
ting the spline surface. Typically, the preliminary fitting sur-
face falls short of meeting accuracy requirements and fails
to faithfully capture geometrical features. To address this,
we employ an error assessment approach that combines ge-
ometrical feature information and implement a local quadri-
lateral mesh refinement algorithm. Through iterative cycles
of fitting, error assessment, and control mesh refinement,
a control mesh that satisfies error requirements without re-
dundancy can be obtained.

The experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our ap-
proach, as it is capable of generating satisfactory results
adaptively even with initially lower-quality control meshes
through the aforementioned iterative refinement strategy.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• Introduce an adaptive surface fitting method with G-
NURBS, which reduces fitting errors using fewer con-
trol points while preserving geometrical features of the
input data.

• Propose a parameter correspondence strategy for pre-
cise matching of sharp features between G-NURBS
surfaces and input models, improving accuracy in
these regions.

• Develop an adaptive control mesh iterative refinement
approach that combines geometrical features and fit-
ting errors to guide local refinement.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2
introduces G-NURBS and the active G-NURBS method;
Section 3 describes the parameter correspondence strategy
for sharp features; Section 4 illustrates the adaptive control
mesh refinement strategy. Section 5 presents the experimen-
tal results to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 6.

2. Preliminaries

Before formally introducing the adaptive G-NURBS
method, this section provides an introduction to G-NURBS
and the active G-NURBS method.

2.1. Explanation of G-NURBS

G-NURBS is a recently proposed technique that extends the
non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) to arbitrary topo-
logical control mesh [2]. It can generate smooth spline sur-
faces on control meshes containing EPs. The emphasis lies
in defining basis functions near the EPs, and the main con-
struction process is as follows. The patches adjacent to an
EP is called irregular patches, and the edges connected to
an EP is called spoke edges.
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed adaptive G-NURBS method. Given a triangular mesh with arbitrary topology as input,
this method starts from a sparse control mesh and adaptively adjusts it by iterative refinement to meet the error requirements.
Additionally, a parameter correspondence strategy is employed to enhance the fitting effect of sharp features. The output is a
fitting surface that satisfies the error requirement, with sharp features being well-preserved.

(a) Input model and initial control
mesh with EPs

(b) Active G-NURBS

Figure 2: Fitting result of the active G-NURBS method.
The sharp features on fitting surfaces are individually pre-
sented. Compared with the adaptive G-NURBS method
in Fig. 1, the active G-NURBS method can not adaptively
adjust the control mesh and exhibits inferior fitting perfor-
mance at sharp features.

Bézier extraction. G-NURBS generates a bi-cubic
Bézier patch for each control mesh face by employing and
generalizing Bézier extraction techniques [1, 12]. For irreg-
ular patches, the Bézier extraction algorithm needs to be ad-
justed to avoid ambiguity in knot intervals. An n-degree EP
is replaced by n anchors, which become the face points of
irregular patches. The face points, edge points, and vertex
points are computed as the linear combinations of the orig-
inal control points and anchors. These points collectively
form the control points of a bi-cubic Bézier patches.

Define connecting functions. The surface composed of
these Bézier patches are C0 continuous along the spoke
edges and C1 or C2 continuous elsewhere. In order to en-
sure G1 continuity between two Bézier patches, it is neces-
sary to define the connecting functions beforehand. Based
on the knot interval around EPs, the connecting functions on
spoke edges are defined as functions of the angles between

spoke edges.
Solve the basis functions. The irregular patches are el-

evated to bi-quintic Bézier patches to ensure sufficient de-
grees of freedom for G1 continuity. A local optimization al-
gorithm is employed to solve the G1 continuous basis func-
tions, thereby avoiding global optimization. Finally, the po-
sitions of those redundant anchors are obtained by minimiz-
ing the thin plate energy of irregular patches to make the
surface smoother.

Fig. 3 shows the G-NURBS surface generated by a con-
trol mesh with an EP in the center. Compared to NURBS,
this property allows G-NURBS to enable local refinement
on the control mesh, as long as the refined control mesh
remains a pure quadrilateral mesh.

(a) Control mesh with an EP (b) G-NURBS surface [2]

Figure 3: The G-NURBS surface generated from a control
mesh with an EP.

Sharp features are of great importance in surface model-
ing techniques, particularly in geometric modeling for CAD
and CAM applications. By releasing the G1 continuity con-
straints at the designated sharp edges, G-NURBS can create
creases on the surface. G-NURBS allows sharp features to
pass through EPs, a capability that was previously lacking
in other methods. Fig. 4 illustrates various sharp features



passing through an EP on G-NURBS surfaces. This en-
ables G-NURBS to conveniently fit input models contain-
ing sharp features, regardless of whether the sharp features
cross EPs.

(a) Single crease (b) Double creases (c) Multiple creases

Figure 4: Sharp features passing through the EP on G-
NURBS surfaces.

Due to the fact that B-spline basis can be converted
into Bernstein basis, the G-NURBS surfaces are compati-
ble with NURBS. Therefore, G-NURBS exhibit a similar
expression form to NURBS as follows:

S(u, v) =

M∑
k=1

ckGk(u, v) (1)

where M is the number of control points, ck =
(xk, yk, zk) ∈ R3 is the control point and Gk is the cor-
responding G-NURBS basis function. Let

B =
[
G1 G2 · · · GM

]T
,

L =

B 0 0
0 B 0
0 0 B

 ,

C =
[
x1, x2, · · · , xM , y1, y2, · · · , yM , z1, z2, · · · , zM

]T
.

Then Eq. (1) can be expressed in the following form.

S(u, v) = LTC. (2)

As a result, the classical least squares based B-spline sur-
face fitting methods can be migrated to G-NURBS, which
leads to the minimization of a quadratic function in the con-
trol points.

Although the practicality of NURBS has been widely
demonstrated, there are still some challenging issues when
using it for surface fitting. When the input data has com-
plex geometric shapes and topological structures, it is nec-
essary to perform pre-segmentation before using NURBS
for surface fitting to avoid redundant control points and re-
cover sharp features. Even so, it is still not guaranteed to
achieve a watertight fitting result for closed shapes, because
the stitching of surface patches is not a trivial issue. The
method described in [17] involves segmenting the initial
control mesh into multiple patches without EPs, which can
then be used as the control mesh for NURBS surfaces. This
method of using NURBS surfaces for patch fitting requires

a low number of EPs in the control mesh, as a high number
of EPs result in an excessive number of patches. Even with
additional constraints imposed on the control mesh, the wa-
tertightness of the spliced surfaces cannot be guaranteed.
However, G-NURBS can ensure watertightness completely
as it can generate continuous surfaces on control mesh with
arbitrary topology. Fig. 5 displays a comparison of the fit-
ting results between NURBS and G-NURBS. Due to the
segmentation fitting involved, the NURBS method cannot
guarantee continuity at smooth regions and overall water-
tightness.

(a) Segmented patch fitting
with NURBS [17]

(b) The method using
G-NURBS

(c) Segmented patch fitting
with NURBS [17]

(d) The method using G-
NURBS

Figure 5: Fitting results of NURBS and G-NURBS.

The support for local refinement of control mesh, gener-
ation of sharp features, compatibility with NURBS and the
ability to ensure watertightness of the fitting result are the
advantages that drive our choice to utilize G-NURBS for
spline surface fitting.

2.2. Active G-NURBS Method

By simply replacing the basis of a spline surface, one can
utilize the active B-spline fitting method [11, 19] for G-
NURBS, referred to as the active G-NURBS method in this
paper. Given the input triangular mesh, all vertices and sam-
pling points on all faces form the set P = {pi ∈ R3}ni=1.
We use S̃(u, v) and {c̃k = (x̃k, ỹk, z̃k)}Mk=1 to respec-
tively represent the new surface and new control points ob-
tained after fitting. The initial control mesh can be gener-
ated by quadrangulation algorithms [5, 4, 10]. The active
G-NURBS is an iterative optimization process. In each iter-
ation step, the objective is to minimize the sum of squared
errors, as shown in Eq. (3), which is quadratic with respect
to control points.

min
{c̃k}M

k=1

n∑
i=1

d2(S̃,pi) + λEs. (3)



Here the d2(S̃,pi) is estimated by the curvature-based
squared distance [19]:

d2(S̃,pi) =
di

di + ρi,1
[(pi − S̃(ui, vi))

TTi,1]
2

+
di

di + ρi,2
[(pi − S̃(ui, vi))

TTi,2]
2

+ [(pi − S̃(ui, vi))
TNi]

2

(4)

where di = ∥pi − S(ui, vi)∥ is the distance from the data
point pi to its foot point S(ui, vi) on current G-NURBS
surface, ρi,1 = 1/κi,1 and ρi,2 = 1/κi,2 are the inverse cur-
vatures of two principal curvatures, Ti,1 and Ti,2 are the unit
tangent vectors along two principal directions at S(ui, vi),
Ni is the unit normal vector at S(ui, vi).

Es in Eq. (3) is the smoothing term, and we adopt the
simplified thin plate energy

Es =

∫∫
(∥S̃uu∥2 + 2∥S̃uv∥2 + ∥S̃vv∥2)dudv. (5)

Let

C̃ =
[
x̃1, x̃2, · · · , x̃M , ỹ1, ỹ2, · · · , ỹM , z̃1, z̃2, · · · , z̃M

]T
and∆C = C̃ − C, then Eq. (3) can be rewritten as a
quadratic form of ∆C:

minF (∆C) =
1

2
∆CTA∆C − bT∆C (6)

where

A =

n∑
i=1

di
di + ρi,1

LTi,1T
T
i,1L

T

+

n∑
i=1

di
di + ρi,2

LTi,2T
T
i,2L

T

+

n∑
i=1

LNiN
T
i LT + λ

∫∫
(L′′L′′T)dudv

and

b =

n∑
i=1

di
di + ρi,1

LTi,1T
T
i,1(pi − S(ui, vi))

+

n∑
i=1

di
di + ρi,2

LTi,2T
T
i,2(pi − S(ui, vi))

+

n∑
i=1

LNiN
T
i (pi − S(ui, vi))

− λ

∫∫
(L′′L′′T)dudv.

Then the quadratic optimization problem of Eq. (3) is
equivalent to solving a linear equation system

A∆C = b. (7)

Algorithm 1: Active G-NURBS
Input: {pi}ni=1: sample points on input triangular

mesh,
ϵ: pre-given error threshold,
I: upper limit of the iteration count,
M: initial control mesh.

Output: S(u, v): the final G-NURBS fitting
surface.

1 Current fitting surface S(u, v)← Eq. (3)
2 davg = 1

n

∑n
i=1 ϵi

3 i = 0
4 while davg > ϵ and i < I do
5 S(u, v)← Eq. (3)
6 davg = 1

n

∑n
i=1 ϵi

7 i = i+ 1

8 end
Result: S(u, v)

The workflow of the active G-NURBS method is pre-
sented in Algorithm 1.

Despite the widely confirmed effectiveness of this
method, it is still insufficient to address the fitting issues
in G-NURBS. This method optimizes the positions of con-
trol points through an iterative process, but can not adap-
tively insert new control points. When utilizing the active
G-NURBS method, the entire surface area is uniformly fit-
ted. However, even when the fitting error is controlled be-
low a specified threshold, the reconstruction results in re-
gions with sharp features may still be unsatisfactory due to
the absence of additional processing. Through conducting
the fitting experiments using the active G-NURBS method
straightforward, when the EPs are located on sharp features,
such as sharp edges and corners, the fitting performance in
these regions is often unsatisfactory, as can be seen in Fig. 2.
At this time, although the fitting error of the surface in these
areas is sufficiently small, it fails to truly correspond the
creases of the surface with the sharp features of the input
model. To this end, we propose a parameter correspondence
strategy by adjusting the parametrization of points on the
sharp features of the input model to correspond them to the
sharp features on G-NURBS surface.

Furthermore, to achieve adaptive fitting, we have ex-
tended the active G-NURBS method by an iterative refine-
ment strategy of the control mesh, which combines geomet-
rical feature information with fitting error.

3. Parameter Correspondence Strategy
for Sharp Features

In this section, a detailed presentation of the parameter cor-
respondence strategy for fitting sharp features is provided.
By employing this strategy, the sharp features of the G-



NURBS surface can be correspondingly aligned with the
sharp features of the input model, resulting in a more au-
thentic reconstruction of the object’s shape.

For smooth geometrical features, the utilization of lo-
cal refinement can reduce fitting errors. However, when it
comes to sharp features, the situation changes. The least
squares-based fitting framework treats all sampled points
equally and does not exhibit specificity when seeking the
foot point for estimating squared distance. As a result, af-
ter multiple iterations of fitting, the sampled points on the
sharp features of the input model tend to correspond to ar-
eas on the G-NURBS surface outside of the sharp creases.
This situation becomes particularly evident when the sharp
features on the G-NURBS surface pass through EPs. Even
if the weight of the sampled points on the sharp features is
increased, the improvement in the situation is minimal. The
final fitting result presents a phenomenon where the fitting
error at the sharp features is small, but in reality, there ex-
ists significant disparity between the sharp features of the
surface and the input triangular mesh, and they do not es-
tablish a correspondence between each other. To address
this issue, we apply a two-step parameter correspondence
strategy to the sharp features. The first step is to identify
the sharp features on the input triangular mesh model and
locate the corresponding sharp creases on the G-NURBS
surface. The second step involves modifying the active G-
NURBS method by specifying the parameters of the sample
points on sharp features.

3.1. Identify Sharp Features

There are various methods for feature recognition on tri-
angular meshes. A straightforward approach is to com-
pute the angles of the mesh faces or the discrete curva-
tures of vertices to identify sharp features by setting thresh-
old. The drawback of this method is poor adaptability. We
choose to adopt a more stable approach, known as the tensor
voting method [7], to identify sharp features on triangular
meshes, as illustrated in Fig. 6. After identifying the sharp
features, we fit G-NURBS surface to the triangular mesh
model. We mark the corresponding edges of the control
mesh with a sharp tag by identifying the boundaries of the
Bézier patches on the G-NURBS surface that correspond
to the sharp features. In this way, we identify the sharp
features of the input model as well as their corresponding
sharp features on the G-NURBS surface. Subsequently, the
objective is not only to minimize the error between the G-
NURBS surface and the input model, but also to reduce the
error between their sharp features.

3.2. Sharp Feature Parametrization

In this step, we utilize the determined correspondence
of sharp features from the previous step to locate the
parametrization of the sampled points on the sharp features.

(a) Input model (b) Sharp features

Figure 6: Input model and the sharp features on it.

To ensure a consistent correspondence between the sharp
features of the surface and the input model, as well as to
gradually minimize the error between them during the fit-
ting process, we specify that the foot points of points on
sharp features of input model must lie on the sharp feature
curves of the surface. As a result, the parametrization of
points on the sharp features is specified, and their parame-
ters correspond to the boundaries of several Bézier patches
on G-NURBS surface. Correspondingly, the quadratic opti-
mization problem in Eq. (3) is modified as follows.

min
C̃

n∑
i=1

d2(S̃,xi) + λ1

∑
pi∈Psharp

Fi∈S̃sharp

d2(pi,Fi) + λ2Es. (8)

The new objective function incorporates an additional
second term compared to the active G-NURBS method in
Eq. (3). In the new term, Psharp is the set of sample points
on sharp features of input models, Fi is the foot point of
those pi ∈ Psharp and S̃sharp is the sharp features on
G-NURBS surface. The second term indicates that, for
pi ∈ Psharp, its foot point Fi is searched within the G-
NURBS surface feature S̃sharp, rather than the entire sur-
face. Imposing the constraint that Fi ∈ S̃sharp is equivalent
to specifying the parametrization of sample points on sharp
features. By adjusting the magnitude of coefficient λ1, it
is possible to achieve different levels of fitting to sharp fea-
tures.

Under the application of this parameter-corresponding
strategy, G-NURBS surfaces exhibit more accurate recov-
ery of sharp features, as shown in Fig. 7. Compared with
the active G-NURBS method, our strategy can make the
sharp features on G-NURBS surfaces approximate the sharp
features of the input model, rather than using other smooth
regions of the surface to approximate them. The latter ap-
proach can lead to actual sharp creases on the fitting sur-
face appearing distorted and deformed, which is inconsis-
tent with the input model.

Once the parameter correspondence of sharp features is
completed, we can proceed with the formal implementation
of the proposed adaptive fitting framework in this paper.



(a) Active G-NURBS method (b) Our strategy

Figure 7: Comparison of fitting results at sharp features. (a)
is the active G-NURBS method without our strategy and fail
to accurately recover sharp features at EPs. (b) adopts our
parameter correspondence strategy for sharp features.

4. Adaptive Refinement of the Control Mesh

In this section, we provide a detailed explanation of the
control mesh adaptive refinement strategy. Our method is
essentially an iterative process that involves an error assess-
ment procedure and a quad mesh refinement algorithm, in
which geometrical feature information is incorporated.

4.1. Error Assessment

4.1.1 Metric of geometrical features

Geometrical features are important for shape represen-
tation and they reflect certain properties of the model. Some
methods represent geometrical features by constructing ge-
ometric descriptors. However, these methods commonly
suffer from limited discriminative ability and susceptibility
to scale interference. We hope that the metric of geometri-
cal features can reflect the degree of shape variation within
a certain range on the surface. The variation of normal vec-
tors can reflect the change in surface shape, but it cannot be
explicitly expressed very well. Curvature is the amount by
which a surface deviates from being a plane and reflects the
degree of change of normal vectors on a surface. The larger
the curvature is, the more pronounced the shape variation
becomes at a specific point on the surface. Therefore the
regions with higher curvature are considered as geometrical
feature regions and require more attention during fitting.

The reason why Gaussian curvature and average curva-
ture, which are often used in geometric analysis, are not
employed is that even when the surface shape changes in
certain areas, these two measures may still be zero. Gaus-
sian curvature is the product of the two principal curvatures,
and it equals zero when the surface is developable. Mean
curvature is the average of the two principal curvatures and
is zero when the surface is minimal. To accurately utilize
discrete curvature as a geometrical feature metric for tri-
angular mesh models, we choose to employ absolute cur-
vature (ABS curvature). As shown in Eq. (9), the discrete

ABS curvature is defined as the sum of absolute values of
two discrete principle curvatures, which is calculated by the
method proposed in [9].

κ = |κ1|+ |κ2|. (9)

Therefore, unlike Gaussian curvature and mean curva-
ture, when shape variations occur on the surface of a trian-
gular mesh model, the absolute curvature of the correspond-
ing region will, in most cases, not become zero, and thus it
effectively reflects the geometrical features of input models.

Figure 8: Calculation of discrete ABS curvature at interior
point p by barycentric interpolation method.

For the vertices of a triangular mesh, we can compute
their two discrete principal curvatures directly and sum
them together to obtain the ABS curvature. However, for
the sampling points inside the faces of a triangular mesh,
there is no direct method to compute the ABS curvature.
Therefore, we employ the barycentric interpolation method
as shown in Eq. (10), which takes the linear combination of
the discrete curvatures of the three vertices of each triangle
face as the discrete ABS curvature of interior points of mesh
faces.

κp =
A1κ1 +A2κ2 +A3κ3

A1 +A2 +A3
, (10)

where κ1, κ2, κ3 are the discrete ABS curvature of three
vertices of triangle face, and A1, A2, A3 are the areas of the
three small triangles formed by interior point p and the three
edges of the triangular mesh face as illustrated in Fig. 8.

4.1.2 Combination of geometrical features and errors

For regions with geometrical features, it is not sufficient
to rely solely on an error threshold to assess the quality of
surface fitting. Conventional fitting methods typically ap-
ply the same error threshold globally to constrain the input
data. It’s common to observe that, even when the final fit-
ting result meets the error requirement, regions with more
geometrical features often exhibit larger errors compared to
flatter regions. In such cases, geometrical feature regions
require a greater number of control points to enhance the
fitting performance. However, using the error threshold as
the evaluation criterion clearly fails to identify these regions



(a) Input data (b) Initial control mesh (c) Initial fitting surface (d) Faces to be split (e) Refined control mesh

(f) Intermediate fitting result (g) Faces to be split (h) Refined control mesh (i) Qualified fitting result

Figure 9: The iterative refinement process. (a) is the input triangle model with non-uniform distribution of geometrical
features. (b) is the initial sparse control mesh. (c) is the feature-coupled errors of the first fitting result. (d) shows the faces to
be refined (faces with dark color are marked as refinement). (e) is the control mesh after refinement. (f) is the intermediate
fitting result of refined control mesh (e). (g)-(i) illustrate the iterations of the aforementioned process until the final fitting
result (i) meets the error requirement.

effectively. Therefore, we propose a novel strategy for eval-
uating the quality of fitting surfaces, which combines geo-
metric features with errors. Compared to methods that only
rely on errors as the criteria, our strategy can better identify
regions with higher geometrical feature metric that require
the insertion of additional control points.

After each fitting process is done, the position of con-
trol points is updated and the current fitting surface S(u, v)
is generated. We evaluate the fitting quality at every ver-
tices and sampling points inside the triangle faces on the
input triangular models. For each point pi, we compute the
corresponding foot point S(ui, vi) and the real fitting error
ϵi = ∥pi − S(ui, vi)∥. The fitting quality of each points pi

is expressed by a feature-coupled error kiϵi. The coefficient
ki is a quantity related to the discrete ABS curvature, which
is defined as Eq. (11).

ki = max(η,
α(κi − κmin)

κmax − κmin
), (11)

where κmax represents the maximum value of the discrete
ABS curvature among all points, κmin corresponds to the
minimum value, η is typically set to 1 in order to prevent

the coefficient ki from becoming too small and α is usually
set to 2. The coefficient ki at a point pi increases as the
geometrical feature metric at that point becomes larger.

As mentioned earlier, G-NURBS generates a Bézier
patch for each quad face on the control mesh. If the mean
fitting error of a patch exceeds the given threshold, we con-
sider that the corresponding regions require additional new
control points to improve the fitting capability and the quad
face on control mesh will be refined. The above strategy is
implemented as Algorithm 2.

The purpose of the coefficient ki is to combine geometri-
cal features with errors, thereby increasing the difficulty for
regions with higher geometrical feature metrics to pass the
error assessment.

4.2. Local Refinement of Control Mesh

After the procedure of error assessment, we obtain the set
of control mesh faces to be refined. We aim to refine these
faces while minimizing the addition of new control points
in other regions that meet the error threshold. Additionally,
when performing control mesh refinement, it is necessary to
ensure that the resulting mesh remains a pure quadrilateral



Algorithm 2: Error assessment strategy
Input: T : input triangle mesh,

{pi}ni=1: sample points of T ,
S(u, v): current fitting surface,
F : the set of control mesh faces,
ϵ: pre-given error threshold.

Output: Fsplit: the set of control mesh faces to be
refined.

1 Fsplit← ∅
2 for i = 1 to n do
3 κi← discrete ABS curvature of pi

4 S(ui, vi)← Foot point of pi

5 ϵi = ∥S(ui, vi)− pi∥
6 end
7 for f ∈ F do
8 Denote nf as the number of foot points on the

corresponding Bézier patch Sf of f , compute
the mean fitting error of Sf :
ϵf = 1

nf

∑
S(ui,vi)∈Sf

κiϵi

9 if ϵf > ϵ then
10 Fsplit← Fsplit ∪ {f}
11 end
12 end

Result: Fsplit

mesh. Therefore, we adopt and modify the method pro-
posed in [8], which enables a conforming refinement (il-
lustrated in Fig. 10), meaning that each resulting face after
refinement remains a quadrilateral.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10: Conforming refinement.

LetM = (V,E, F ) be a control mesh with vertices V ,
edges E and faces F . Fsplit is the set of faces to be refined.
For each edge ei in the control mesh, a binary variable si is
defined. When si = 1, ei is split, while when si = 0, ei
is not split. When a face f of the control mesh is marked
for refinement, in order to maintain the conforming refine-
ment, its four edges {ei}4i=1 need to satisfy the following
constraints:

s1 + s2 + s3 + s4 >= 2 ∀f ∈ Fsplit (12)

Thus, the control mesh refinement problem is trans-

formed into a constrained binary optimization problem:

min
∑
e∈E

s

s.t. Eq. (12)

(13)

One of these conforming refinement ways introduces
new EPs, called Y-configuration, as shown in Fig. 10b.
However, G-NURBS is capable of handling EPs, so we have
relaxed the restrictions on Y-configurations when applying
this quad refinement algorithm.

4.3. Iterative Refinement Process

Below, we outline the complete process of using the error
assessment strategy to drive the adaptive control mesh re-
finement.

Fist we implement quadrangulation algorithms [5, 4, 10]
to convert the input triangular mesh into a sparse quadri-
lateral mesh. The quadrilateral mesh is treated as the ini-
tial control mesh and inevitably contains many EPs but G-
NURBS can handle them. The G-NURBS surface S(u, v)
generated by the initial control mesh can approximate the
overall shape of the original triangle mesh, but cannot fully
capture the subtle geometric details. After optimizing the
position of control points in every iterative step, it can be
considered that the current number of control points has
achieved an approximation of optimal fitting effectiveness.

Subsequently, we apply the proposed error assessment
strategy to the fitting surface. This strategy identifies re-
gions that exceed the error threshold or contain substantial
geometrical features. Once the error assessment is com-
pleted, we apply the modified mesh local refinement algo-
rithm to insert new control points into those desired regions,
thereby enhancing the corresponding fitting performance.
We iteratively perform the aforementioned fitting, error as-
sessment, and local refinement processes until all regions
on the surface pass the error assessment. An illustration of
this process is provided in Fig. 9, and the algorithm is sum-
marized in Algorithm 3.

5. Experimental Results

In this section, we conduct several experiments to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The input
triangular mesh models possess arbitrary topological struc-
ture, with its surface exhibiting either smooth geometrical
features or sharp geometrical features, such as CAD object
models. By employing quadrangulation algorithms, the in-
put triangular mesh model can be transformed into a sparse
quadrilateral mesh, which serves as the initial control mesh.
When solving the quadratic optimization problem for spline
surface fitting, we transform it into solving a linear system
and employ the bi-conjugate gradient method (BiCG) for its
solution.



Algorithm 3: Adaptive G-NURBS
Input: T : input triangular mesh,

ϵ: pre-given error threshold.
Output: S(u, v): the final G-NURBS fitting

surface meeting the error requirement.
1 Initial control meshM← Quadrangulation of T .
2 {pi}ni=1← Vertices and sample points of T .
3 Parameter correspondence for sharp features (see

Section 3).
4 Current fitting surface S(u, v)← Eq. (8).
5 davg = 1

n

∑n
i=1 d(S(u, v),pi).

6 while davg > ϵ do
7 Fsplit← Error assessment in Algorithm 2.
8 New control mesh M̃ ← Eq. (13).
9 Parameter correspondence for sharp features

(see Section 3).
10 S(u, v)← Eq. (8).
11 davg = 1

n

∑n
i=1 d(S(u, v),pi).

12 end
Result: S(u, v)

As mentioned in Section 2.1, when fitting closed sur-
faces with complex geometrical shapes using NURBS, it is
required to have fewer EPs in the control mesh. Moreover,
the watertightness of the fitting result cannot be guaranteed.
Therefore, in subsequent experiments, we no longer con-
sider active B-spline method as a comparative object but in-
stead choose the active G-NURBS method for comparison.

In the tables appearing later in this section, #CPs de-
notes the number of control points, dmax denotes the maxi-
mum fitting error, davg denotes the mean fitting error, dfmax

denotes the maximum error on sharp features and dfavg de-
notes the mean error on sharp features. The above errors
are all percentage errors, indicating the percentage between
the actual error and the diagonal length of the bounding
box. Bbox diag refers to the diagonal length of the input
triangular mesh’s bounding box, which is a dimensionless
value. It should be noted that dmax represents the overall
maximum error between the fitting surface and the input
data, while dfmax represents the maximum error between
their sharp features. Therefore, there is no absolute rela-
tionship between dmax and dfmax, and the same applies to
davg and dfavg .

In the experiments, the parameter λ1 in Eq. (8) is set to
100. In practice, for the examples tested, setting λ1 within
the range of 80 to 120 results in consistently similar out-
comes. λ2 is set to 1/2i, where i denotes the number of
iterations in solving the optimization problem presented in
Eq. (8).

5.1. Parameter Correspondence Strategy for Sharp Fea-
tures

In order to validate the effectiveness of our parameter cor-
respondence strategy in Section 3, we conducted tests on
CAD workpiece models with sharp features. The experi-
mental results indicate that our method is highly effective
in accurately fitting sharp features.

The active G-NURBS method does not apply additional
processing to sharp features, leading to a poor correspon-
dence between the sharp features on fitting surface and
those of the input model. As a result, even if the fitting
error of the surface is small, the sharp features are not well
recovered, especially at corners and EPs where the sharp
features pass through. Fig. 11 shows the fitting results of
the nut model. It can be observed that our method enables a
better alignment of sharp creases on the G-NURBS surface
with the actual sharp features of the model. In contrast, the
active G-NURBS method exhibits poorer recovery results
for corner points and sharp edges, leading to uncontrollable
fitting outcomes near EPs. The numerical comparison of
the fitting results of the nut model is shown in Tab. 1.

With the same number of control points, our method
achieves smaller maximum and average errors. In this case,
the error calculation follows conventional methods with-
out explicitly considering sharp features. Additionally, we
specifically calculate the error for sharp features to measure
the average errors between the sharp features on the fitting
surface and those of the input model. Data comparison re-
veals a significant enhancement in the effectiveness of our
method, resulting in a remarkable 33% reduction in errors
at sharp features.

A more detailed presentation of the fitting results for the
ujoint model in Fig. 7 is shown in Fig. 12 and Tab. 2. Our
method achieves a significant reduction in error on sharp
features while maintaining overall fitting accuracy.

Table 1: Statistics for the Fitting Result of Nut Model in
Fig. 11.

Active G-NURBS Adaptive G-NURBS

#CPs 256 256
dmax(%) 0.193 0.156
davg(%) 0.0159 0.0142
dfmax(%) 1.1 0.26
dfavg(%) 0.11 0.08

Bbox diag 12.518

5.2. Adaptive Local Refinement of Control Mesh

To test the control mesh adaptive refinement strategy that
combines geometrical features proposed in this study, we



(a) Active G-NURBS (b) Control mesh of (a) (c) Adaptive G-NURBS (d) Control mesh of (c)

Figure 11: Fitting results of nut model. Sharp features are highlighted in magenta.

(a) Active G-NURBS (b) Adaptive G-NURBS

Figure 12: Fitting results of ujoint model. Sharp features
are highlighted in magenta.

Table 2: Statistics for the Fitting Result of Ujoint Model in
Fig. 12.

Active G-NURBS Adaptive G-NURBS

#CPs 269 269
dmax(%) 0.58 0.43
davg(%) 0.045 0.029
dfmax(%) 1.27 0.39
dfavg(%) 0.155 0.111

Bbox diag 36.742

utilized G-NURBS to fit models with complex geometri-
cal features. As mentioned in Section 2.2, we employed
a sparse quadrilateral mesh as the initial control mesh of
our method. Additionally, we also implement the active
G-NURBS method for the purpose of comparison with our
proposed approach. The active G-NURBS method directly
employs a quadrilateral mesh generation algorithm to gen-
erate a dense control mesh for G-NURBS fitting, without
incorporating any mesh adaptive refinement steps. Hence,
the overall density distribution of this dense control mesh is
relatively uniform.

The fitting results of the Buddha model is depicted in
Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. It can be observed that our method
exhibits better fitting performance for complex geometri-
cal features, such as the texture details and so on. Further-
more, due to the implement of an adaptive control mesh lo-
cal refinement approach, our method requires fewer control
points while achieving smaller fitting errors. Tab. 3 shows

(a) Active G-NURBS (b) Adaptive G-NURBS

Figure 13: Error of Buddha model fitting results.

the numerical comparison of the fitting results of Buddha
model. Proposed adaptive refinement strategy achieves a
reduction of 7% in the number of control points while si-
multaneously reducing the maximum and average errors by
more than 50%.

Table 3: Statistics for the Fitting Result of Buddha Model
in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.

Active G-NURBS Adaptive G-NURBS

#CPs 25433 23668
dmax(%) 0.158 0.079
davg(%) 0.0143 0.0060

Bbox diag 1.389

For another CAD arm model, our approach starts with
a sparse control mesh and progressively performs local re-
finements. Due to the presence of extensive smooth regions
on the surface of this model, the number of newly added
control vertices is relatively low at the end. The compar-
ison of the fitting results is shown in Fig. 15. Our ap-
proach recovers detailed geometrical features more realis-
tically. Tab. 4 shows the numerical comparison of the two
methods. Our method can reduce the maximum error and



(a) Active G-NURBS (b) Control mesh of (a) (c) Adaptive G-NURBS (d) Control mesh of (c)

Figure 14: Fitting results and control meshes of Buddha model. Compared to active G-NURBS methods, our approach is
capable of allocating more control points for geometrical feature regions, leading to better recovery of subtle geometrical
features such as texture.

(a) Active G-NURBS (b) Control mesh of (a) (c) Adaptive G-NURBS (d) Control mesh of (c)

Figure 15: Fitting result and control mesh of arm model.

Table 4: Statistics for the Fitting Result of Arm Model in
Fig. 15.

Active G-NURBS Adaptive G-NURBS

#CPs 2090 1387
dmax(%) 0.38 0.13
davg(%) 0.026 0.011

Bbox diag 91.373

average error by 66% and 58%, respectively, with a 33%
reduction in the number of control points.

5.3. Simultaneous Utilization of Both Strategies

As previously stated, the parameter correspondence strategy
for sharp features can serve as a preprocessing step for the
control mesh adaptive refinement strategy, and the two are
not conflicting. Therefore, in addition to conducting sepa-
rate experiments for each strategy, we also present experi-
mental results for the simultaneous utilization of these two
strategies.

The experiment on the fandisk model validates the ef-
fectiveness of our adaptive fitting method, as shown in
Fig. 16. The corresponding statistics comparison is pre-
sented in Tab. 5. Our method achieves significant reduction
in both global fitting error and sharp features fitting error
with fewer control points.

Table 5: Statistics for the Fitting Result of Fandisk Model
in Fig. 16.

Active G-NURBS Adaptive G-NURBS

#CPs 8098 7224
dmax(%) 0.29 0.056
davg(%) 0.032 0.015
dfmax(%) 0.42 0.12
dfavg(%) 0.055 0.035

Bbox diag 1.454

The fitting results of the linkage model are shown in
Fig. 17. The corresponding data is compared and presented



Table 6: Statistics for the Fitting Result of Linkage Model
in Fig. 17.

Active G-NURBS Adaptive G-NURBS

#CPs 5105 877
dmax(%) 0.29 0.098
davg(%) 0.082 0.017
dfmax(%) 0.63 0.17
dfavg(%) 0.092 0.05

Bbox diag 45.195

in Tab. 6, which also verifies the effectiveness of our adap-
tive fitting method.

(a) Active G-NURBS (b) Adaptive G-NURBS

Figure 16: Fitting results of fandisk model. Above are the
final fitting surfaces, and below are the local enlarged views
of the fitting results and the corresponding control meshes.

(a) Active G-NURBS (b) Adaptive G-NURBS

Figure 17: Fitting results of linkage model. Above are the
final fitting surfaces, and below are the local enlarged views
of the fitting results and the corresponding control meshes.

Table 7: Time Breakdown for Experimental Results

Total T 1
fit T 1

refine T 2
fit T 2

refine T 3
fit

Nut 17.5s 17.5s
Ujoint 12.8s 12.8s

Buddha 936s 102s 120s 240s 120s 354s
Arm 95s 22s 26s 47s

Fandisk 261s 24s 22s 39s 92s 84s
Linkage 42.7s 15.1s 0.5s 27.1s

5.4. Computation Time

Tab. 7 lists the total time and breakdown of major steps
for our method. T i

fit and T i
refine respectively represent

the time spent on solving fitting problem Eq. (8) and the
mesh refinement problem Eq. (13) during the i th iteration
of adaptive fitting. We set an upper limit of 2 minutes for
T i
refine, which strikes a balance between seeking the opti-

mal solution and computational efficiency.
For most of the models, our method exhibits relatively

short computation times. However, for models with com-
plex surface variations, such as Buddha, the total time is
longer. As the number of iterations for adaptive fitting in-
creases, control mesh becomes more intricate, resulting in
increased generation and fitting time for G-NURBS sur-
faces, as well as prolonged time for control mesh refine-
ment.

5.5. Limitations

For models with sharp features, this paper employs the ten-
sor voting method [7] to recognize these sharp features. In
most cases, this method yields stable and reliable results.
However, for input models with extremely uneven mesh
distribution, the identified sharp features may be inaccu-
rate, leading to redundancy or omission of sharp features
on the fitting surfaces. As demonstrated in Fig. 18, when
the sharp feature recognition of the input model is inaccu-
rate, the corresponding sharp features appear on the fitting
surface. However, they do not perfectly match the actual
sharp features present in the input model. To address this
issue, a more stable algorithm for sharp feature recognition
is required.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, a method for adaptive surface fitting using G-
NURBS was proposed, which can adaptively adjust the po-
sition and number of control points based on the geomet-
rical feature distribution during the fitting process and can
effectively fit sharp features. Our method consists of two
key strategies. The first is the parameter correspondence
for sharp features, and the second is the incorporation of
geometrical feature information with errors to drive local



(a) Input model and its recog-
nized sharp features.

(b) Fitting result

Figure 18: The fitting result obtained when the sharp fea-
tures are recognized inaccurately. Sharp features are high-
lighted in magenta.

refinement of the control mesh. This method holds particu-
lar significance in CAD applications that demand high pre-
cision. The provided experimental results substantiate the
effectiveness of the proposed method.

Similar to NURBS surfaces, the quality of G-NURBS
fitting surfaces can potentially be optimized further by ad-
justing knot intervals and weights. This paper primarily
concentrates on the influence of the quantity and position
of control points, as they have the most direct impact on the
spline surface. Furthermore, exploring the full potential of
G-NURBS by incorporating variable weights and knot in-
tervals remains a promising area for future work. This could
involve developing algorithms specifically designed to op-
timize these parameters, thereby enhancing the adaptability
and accuracy of G-NURBS for complex surface fitting chal-
lenges.

The quality of the control mesh is crucial for spline sur-
face fitting, and the capability of G-NURBS to handle EPs
provides a broad scope for the optimization of quadrilat-
eral control meshes. An area for future exploration is the
development of control mesh generation and optimization
algorithms tailored for G-NURBS surface fitting. Exist-
ing quadrilateral meshing algorithms are not specifically de-
signed for spline fitting tasks. It would be beneficial to con-
sider the distribution of geometrical features and the expres-
sive capacity of G-NURBS surfaces to devise new quadran-
gulation algorithms.

Furthermore, subsequent research could contemplate the
development of rapid fitting algorithms for G-NURBS sur-
faces to optimize the overall computation time. Recogniz-
ing the significance of efficiency in practical applications,
our future work will focus on algorithmic enhancements
that streamline the fitting process. This includes exploring
innovative approaches to reduce the complexity of mesh re-
finement and surface fitting, particularly for models with in-
tricate details and control meshes with high counts of EPs.
By advancing these areas, we aim to substantially improve
the computational efficiency, making the G-NURBS fitting
process more viable for complex and large-scale modeling
tasks.
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